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Industrial grown hemp is getting a lot of local and national
attention, and it is not hard to understand why, given its value.
Hemp has many different uses from clothing and shoes, to paper,
carpet and building materials. Most widely discussed is the use of
hemp oil, which is already found in many personal care products such
as soap, moisturizers and beauty products. Full spectrum CBD oil
extracted from hemp has many health benefits to alleviate pain,
inflammation and anxiety.
Three First Mid Ag Services farm managers, including me, recently
attended Hemp College hosted by Farm Journal in Lexington,
Kentucky. I will review some of what we learned here, as we seek to
understand more about the potential of this alternative crop.
We learned that a few states already have thousands of acres of
hemp under production and are leading the way in the industry to
legalize, process and use it. I can’t talk about hemp without mentioning
Colorado, as that state was the first to seize this market, and it has
maintained its position as a leader in hemp production.
Depending on whether you consider acres of hemp grown or
numbers of licensed growers, Kentucky is also a well-established
producer. With a rich history in tobacco production, Kentucky has
made a smoother transition than most states to accommodate hemp

First Mid Ag Services farm managers are exploring the management strategies
required to make a successful introduction into hemp production.
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First Mid Explores Industrial Hemp
by Casey Watson
as Option for Illinois Farms

With moderating corn and soybean prices during the last few years, industrial hemp
may provide an additional source of income.

as a crop. Several other states are producing smaller quantities, and I
would anticipate more states will jump on board hemp production as
demand increases.
The question is whether industrial hemp has a place in Midwest
states. With moderating corn and soybean commodity prices over the
last four years, producers are looking for additional sources of income
and may consider industrial hemp as an option. However, due to a
lack of regulatory provisions and processing facilities, it has a very small
footprint in Illinois.
While hemp is being grown nationally in large quantities for the
first time in nearly 70 years, there are still many questions for first-time
growers. Producers just don’t know enough about the crop
to make informed decisions on nutrient uptake and production
management.
Management will be specific to geographic location and soil type.
With a lack of information comes other struggles on how to insure the
crop without historical yield data or how a lending institution might
help with financing without any credible information.
Producers will have several production options, and as this article
continues on page two, learn more about the requirements and
outlook for long-term hemp market participation.

Inside: Industrial Hemp Opportunities and Challenges
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First Mid Evaluates Hemp Production
Opportunities and Risks
By Casey Watson
Whether farmers grow hemp for fiber, grain or oil will determine what the
startup cost will be and what equipment will be required. Producers who
intend to grow hemp for fiber will find it can be done in a similar method to
hay production with high seed populations to manage stalk density. Hemp is
cut and baled once it has dried in the field and then sent to a processor.
Growing hemp for grain or seed production would be most like modern
day row crop production and would appeal to producers that already have
equipment in place.
Hemp for oil production captures the most attention due to the small
acreage plot size required. Nearly anyone with a few acres of isolated
cropland would be able to grow this hemp. The production method is the
most labor intensive, as the hemp is grown at a much lower population than
the other two methods and with minimal mechanization.
A window of opportunity to turn a profit from hemp exists if everything goes
In any final decision to grow hemp, producers must have processors lined right, but there is a level of risk to consider.
up willing to take the product before planting. It is truly an unknown frontier
when it comes to securing a market to sell the finished product, and often if it sounds too good to be true it most likely is.
There is a window of opportunity to turn a profit if everything goes right, but at this point there is a level of risk to consider. At Hemp College
by Farm Journal, Bob Pearce, Ph.D., of the University of Kentucky said, “Don’t invest more than you can afford to lose.” Start small, get to know
the crop and how it handles different nutrient levels, environmental stress and pests.
Unfortunately, this sound advice of starting small creates issues of being able to have a viable operation of scale to plant, grow, harvest
and sell hemp.
First Mid Ag Services will consider the long-term market goals of the crop and its 5-10-year outlook to determine if the current transition into
hemp can maintain profitability for the long term. The revenue generated and public acceptance so far show optimism for its future.
The question is whether hemp has a place in Central Illinois and whether the risk will be worth the reward. First Mid Ag Services farm
managers will continue to learn about hemp and other alternative crops and seek viable options for farmowners. For more information, contact
Casey Watson at 309-687-6009, cwatson@firstmid.com; Ross Perkins at 309-665-0059, rperkins@firstmid.com; or Eric Schumacher at
217-258-0457, eschumacher@firstmid.com.

First Mid Ag Services Adds to Team in Kankakee
Joseph M. Richie joined First Mid Ag Services in May as
assistant vice president/farm manager in the Kankakee office.
Richie graduated from Southern Illinois University Carbondale
with a bachelor’s degree in agribusiness
economics. He was born and raised
in rural Livingston County and grew
up working in the family-owned
fertilizer business. For the past 15
years, he has been working as an ag/
commercial lender with the last three
years at First Mid Bank. Richie also
graduated from the Community
Bankers School in July 2011 and the
Graduate School of Banking at the
University of Wisconsin in August
Joseph M. Richie
2016. He is currently enrolled in
coursework to become a Licensed Illinois Real Estate Broker. Richie
enjoys fishing, water skiing and snow skiing, and lives in rural
Chebanse with his wife, Kristy, and children, Ella and Blake.

Michael D. Bernhard joined First Mid Ag Services in April 2019
also as assistant vice president/farm manager in Kankakee. He is a
2019 graduate of Illinois State University with a degree in
agronomy management. Bernhard
grew up on a grain farm near
Mazon in Grundy County, and
operates the farm with his family.
He was involved in 4-H and FFA
growing up and is an active member
of the Kendall-Grundy Farm
Bureau Young Leaders. Prior to
First Mid Ag Services, Bernhard
worked summers in seed corn
production in Utica, Illinois. He is
currently enrolled in coursework to
Michael D. Bernhard
become a Licensed Illinois Real
Estate Broker. Bernhard enjoys farming and model farming and
railroading in his free time.
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RLI Recognizes David Klein as
2018 APEX Top 20 National Producer
David Klein, managing broker
with First Mid Ag Services based in
Bloomington, Illinois, has been
recognized as an APEX 2018 Top 20
National Producer by the Realtors
Land Institute as a part of the RLI
APEX Production Awards Program
sponsored by The Land Report.
Klein focuses on selling farmland by
private treaty and public auction and
leads 35 licensed real estate brokers
David Klein
in six Central Illinois offices
specializing in farmland sales.
Klein was recognized by RLI CEO Aubrie Kobernus, MBA, RCE,
and The Land Report’s co-founders Eddie Lee Rider Jr. and Eric
O’Keefe at a special awards ceremony in March during RLI’s 2019
National Land Conference (NLC19) in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

“I feel very fortunate to be a part of our team serving clients on
numerous farmland transactions in 2018. Our entire staff of
professional farm managers, real estate brokers and assistants
totaled more than $95 million in sales last year, representing 10,246
acres in 23 different counties across the state of Illinois. These
awards are greatly appreciated, and are a reflection of the efforts of
our team,” says Klein.
“We are proud of David and all of our members that were recognized
as part of our award programs for their accomplishments in 2018. They
truly are the cream of the crop when it comes to land real estate
professionals,” says RLI CEO Kobernus.
The APEX Awards Program celebrated its second year by doubling
in size with 100 applicants totaling a combined $2.3-plus billion in
qualifying transactions volume. All land professionals recognized as
part of the program are active members of RLI. Winners were ranked
within the top 20 applicants by qualifying production volume,
starting at $36.5 million.

Find First Mid at Farm Progress Show
First Mid Ag Services will have a booth at the Farm Progress Show in Decatur, Illinois, Aug. 27-29.
Booth 446, as designated by the blue star on the map, will be located outside the Varied Industries
Tent on Fourth Street. Ag Services representatives will be part of First Mid Bank and Trust Company
outreach to customers and visitors attending the show. Employees will be available to discuss farm
management, farm real estate brokerage, ag lending and more. All visitors planning to attend are
invited to swing by the booth to learn more.

Extended Spring will Lead
to Extended Harvest
The 2019 planting season extended from late April into late June for many areas of Illinois and
throughout the Corn Belt. Above-average statewide rains that started in December 2018 continued
through June 2019, causing the delay.
The Illinois State Climatologist based at the Illinois State Water Survey at the University of Illinois
documented above average statewide monthly precipitation exceeding long-term averages by as much as 1.20 inches in March, 0.8 inches in
April, 3.83 inches in May and 1.18 inches in June. In addition to well-documented delays in planting, the precipitation is projected to have
created record-high levels of prevented planting acres under federal crop insurance.
First Mid is now focused on the balance of the growing season and expectations for harvest. August, September and October weather is
expected to have greater impact on final yield results and harvest decisions than a typical year. June planted corn will pollinate in August,
about 30-40 days behind normal. Once pollination is complete, that portion of the crop will have a narrower window in September and
October to fill kernels and reach maturity prior to the first frost. Corn harvest moisture is likely to run higher than normal and will lead to
decisions about whether to incur higher drying costs or let the corn dry in the field. Associated decisions will be needed to assess whether
stalks will be able to support ears without risk of harvest loss.
While many harvest decisions this year will be tied to late planting, First Mid farm managers encourage landowners to evaluate the growing
crop during the rest of the season. Being in tune with crop progress will help make harvest decisions more effective. For questions on managing
during this unique year, contact any of the First Mid Ag Services farm managers.
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* Accredited designations of the American Society
of Farm Managers and Rural Appraisers,
American Society of Agronomy, and the
Realtors Land Institute.
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